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ABSTRACT

Recently, observations of electrified oceanic convection and associated cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning were
obtained over the tropical western Pacific Ocean during TOGA COARE (Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere
Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere Response Experiment) . During COARE, observations of convection were made
using a variety of instrument platforms including ship and airborne Doppler radars, an advanced lightning
direction finder (ALDF) network, and a shipborne inverted electric field mill. This study focuses on data collected
by the COARE ALDF network, fusion of those data with observations, and the methods used to calculate accurate
CG return stroke locations.

Analysis of CG lightning data and Doppler radar data indicates that lightning-producing oceanic convection
is characterized by deep, vertically developed convective cells with radar reflectivities exceeding 30 dBZ above
the height of the 0107C level. In several cases a peak in CG frequency occurred coincident with the descent of
precipitation mass bounded by the 30-dBZ reflectivity contour, linking the descent of the hydrometeor mass to
the occurrence of CG lightning. The diurnal cycle of oceanic CG lightning, the convective available potential
energy (CAPE), and rainfall indicates a peak in all these variables in the early morning hours (local time),
approximately 2 h before the peak in cold-cloud area defined by brightness temperatures of less than 0657C.
Sounding data indicate a strong positive correlation between CAPE and mixed-layer wet-bulb potential temper-
ature and a weak positive correlation between CAPE and the number of CG lightning flashes observed in a
24-h period. The data also indicate that a highly nonlinear relationship exists between the wet-bulb potential
temperature and the number of CG flashes observed in a 24-h period.

1. Introduction

Satellite observations of lightning over the oceans
(e.g., Orville and Spencer 1979; Turman and Edgar
1982; Orville and Henderson 1986) have provided sta-
tistics such as lightning flash densities over the oceans
or ratios of the total number [ in-cloud and cloud-to-
ground (CG)] of continental to oceanic lightning
flashes. However, this method of observation does not
permit the coincident examination of storm electrifi-
cation processes relative to the convective life cycle
(i.e., the dynamical and microphysical evolution of the
electrified oceanic convection). Studies that have ex-
amined the convective and electrical life cycles of oce-
anic storms are relatively few in number and have been
limited primarily to observations taken along coastlines
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(e.g., Chauzy et al. 1985; Rutledge et al. 1992; Wil-
liams et al. 1992; Petersen and Rutledge 1992; Kita-
gawa and Michimoto 1994; Rutledge and Petersen
1994) or islands (e.g., Takahashi 1978, 1983; Hojo et
al. 1989; Takahashi and Kuhara 1993). Observations
of CG lightning over remote regions of the earth’s
oceans are even more limited. Coincident observations
of the electrical ( including CG and in-cloud lightning),
microphysical, and dynamical evolution of maritime
thunderstorms in remote oceanic environments has
proven to be a difficult task from both practical and
logistical standpoints.

Recently, however, observations of electrified oce-
anic convection and associated cloud-to-ground light-
ning were obtained over remote regions (Fig. 1) of the
tropical western Pacific Ocean (equatorial warm-pool)
during the Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere Coupled
Ocean–Atmosphere Response Experiment (TOGA
COARE) (Webster and Lukas 1992). These observa-
tions were obtained using several different instrument
platforms including a three-station advanced lightning
detection and location network [advanced lightning di-
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FIG. 1. Map of the COARE intensive flux array (enclosed by dashed line) with the position of ships and
moorings at 0000 UTC 1 February 1993. Dark filled circles indicate the positions of ALDF antennas at
Kapingamarangi Atoll, Kavieng, and Rabaul (adapted from the TOGA COARE Intensive Operations Sum-
mary).

rection finder (ALDF) network; Orville et al. 1994], a
variable gain flat plate antenna (operated by M. Brook,
New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, and
described in Orville et al. 1994), shipboard and air-
borne Doppler radars (Rutledge et al. 1993; Jorgensen
et al. 1996), and shipboard and airborne electric field
mills (Petersen et al. 1993; Blakeslee and Christian
1994). Additionally, a large number of other instru-
ment platforms were deployed during TOGA COARE
(e.g., the sounding network; Johnson et al. 1993) that
are useful for examining the ambient conditions and
forcing associated with electrified oceanic clouds.

In this study we first focus on data collected by the
COARE ALDF network and the application of those
data to studies of electrified convection on the cloud
scale. We follow those analyses with an examination
of the relationship between CG lightning and the large
scale, comparing CG flash frequencies to variables
such as the convective available potential energy
(CAPE) mixed-layer wet-bulb potential temperature,
rainfall, and cold-cloud area coverage over the western
Pacific warm pool. Before specific cases of electrified
convection are examined, we briefly describe the
TOGA COARE ALDF network and the algorithms
used to locate cloud-to-ground lightning flashes that
occurred in the vicinity of the TOGA COARE intensive
flux array (IFA; Fig. 1) . The details of algorithms used
to locate the flash positions are provided in the appendix.

2. The TOGA COARE ALDF network
During the months November–December 1992,

three high-gain ALDF antennas manufactured by LLP

(Lightning Location and Protection Inc., Tucson, Ari-
zona) were installed at Kavieng, Papua New Guinea
(PNG), Rabaul PNG, and Kapingamarangi Atoll
(2.587S, 150.817E; 4.227S, 152.187E; and 1.077N,
154.817E, respectively; Fig. 1) . The three-station net-
work became fully operational in late December 1992,
and data continued to be collected through virtually all
of 1993. The data collected by the ALDF network for
each CG stroke included the time of occurrence [to the
nearest microsecond and time stamped at each antenna
using a global positioning satellite (GPS) receiver] ,
azimuth, polarity, and the electric and magnetic field
strengths.

Because the COARE ALDF network needed to ac-
curately detect and locate CG return strokes that oc-
curred within the IFA (Fig. 1) , the required maximum
effective range of the network was on the order of 900
km. This range far exceeds the 600-km maximum pre-
viously recommended for use in ALDF networks
(Brook et al. 1989). Therefore, to extend the effective
range of the network, the antenna gains were increased
by a factor of 1.5 (Orville et al. 1994) and the wave-
form acceptance criteria were adjusted to increase the
sensitivity of the network (e.g., the pulse width accep-
tance was decreased, and the bipolar reject and ‘‘sec-
ond peak greater than’’ ratios were increased). How-
ever, the increased sensitivity of the ALDFs also in-
creased the probability of detecting nearby intracloud
flashes. To examine this problem, independent wave-
form analyses using flat plate antenna data are currently
being undertaken by M. Brook at the New Mexico In-
stitute of Mining and Technology. Using flash data col-
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lected simultaneously by the ALDF network and the
flat plate antenna, it may be possible to determine both
the percentage of intracloud flashes detected by the
lightning network and the network detection efficiency.
For studies of electrified convection at moderate dis-
tances from the ALDF network (e.g., near the ship-
board radars) , the occurrence of anomalous CG loca-
tions due to in-cloud lightning detection by the network
is not expected to be a problem.

In contrast to lightning location networks operated
in the United States and other areas of the world, no
central position analyzer (e.g., Orville et al. 1983) was
used to locate the CG lightning in real time because of
the remote nature of the ALDF sites. Thus, the data
were collected and stored at each ALDF site and ana-
lyzed after the data were later returned to the United
States. Due to the limited number of sites at which the
antennas could be installed, there were towers, fences,
and buildings located near the direction finders. There-
fore, site errors in the measured azimuth bearings were
potentially quite large. Fortunately, each ALDF an-
tenna in the network was connected to an absolute time
source (GPS clock) that enabled time-of-arrival meth-
ods (e.g., Hughes and Gallenberger 1974) to be used
to accurately determine flash locations and site errors
at each antenna location (herein, flash refers to a set of
cloud-to-ground return strokes separated by less than
500 ms in time of occurrence and less than 10 km in
distance; e.g., Uman 1987; Watson and Holle 1994).

Typically, lightning location networks using mag-
netic direction finder antennas, such as the National
Lightning Detection Network (NLDN) in the United
States, rely on magnetic direction-finding algorithms
(e.g., Krider et al. 1976) for locating cloud-to-ground
flashes. Magnetic direction finding uses simple trian-
gulation based on the intersection of azimuth bearings
from two or more cross-looped antennas to locate a
flash. Other networks such as the Lightning Processing
and Tracking System (LPATS; Bent and Lyons 1984)
rely solely on the use of time-of-arrival (TOA) location
methods to find the position of a lightning flash. For
TOA-type systems, a flash is located by calculating the
intersection of two or more hyperbolas whose equa-
tions are determined by the difference in flash electro-
magnetic wave arrival times at three or more antennas.
In the past, both TOA and magnetic direction-finding
techniques have been used in a mutually exclusive
fashion. To locate CG return strokes (which were later
combined to form flashes) over the moderate-to-long
ranges associated with the COARE domain, we devel-
oped magnetic direction-finding algorithms, TOA al-
gorithms, and a ‘‘hybrid’’ TOA algorithm that used the
triangulated return stroke position as an initial guess in
the process of calculating a TOA-type solution from
the intersection of two hyperbolas.

The TOA and hybrid TOA location techniques pro-
duced the most accurate CG locations (estimated to be
within about 10 km of the true location over distances

approaching 900 km from the network) and were found
to be more suitable for use in spatially detailed analy-
ses, for example, assigning a particular CG flash to a
particular convective feature as identified by radar.
Flash locations calculated with magnetic direction-
finding appeared to be less accurate (i.e., errors often
exceeded 10 km at distances of 300 km from the center
of the network) but were still of great use in larger-
scale applications (e.g., flash density calculations over
large areas, etc.) . A more detailed description of the
magnetic direction-finding, TOA, and hybrid TOA
lightning location techniques is provided in the ap-
pendix.

3. Selected observations

In this section we present cloud-to-ground lightning,
radar reflectivity, electric field mill, and geosynchro-
nous meteorological satellite (GMS) satellite data for
cases that occurred on 1, 9, and 15 February 1993. The
data presented for 1 February 1993 are radar, electric
field, and cloud-to-ground lightning return stroke data
(note for this case that return strokes instead of flashes
are used to enable comparison with Fig. A1 in the ap-
pendix) . For the 15 February case, the radar and cloud-
to-ground lightning flash data for four separate con-
vective systems (no electric field data) have been
composited. To more meaningfully compare the com-
posited observations from 15 February 1993 to previ-
ous studies of electrified convection, we compiled CG
return strokes into CG flashes according to the defini-
tion given in section 2. The composite is presented in
the form of a time–height–reflectivity diagram with
the average number of CG flashes that occurred in 20-
min time intervals also indicated. The data from 15
February 1993 are composited to clearly illustrate, via
a single diagram, the vertical and electrical evolution
of the storms that occurred on this day. We conclude
this section with geosynchronous meteorological sat-
ellite (GMS) observations of electrified convection
(cloud-to-ground lightning return stroke locations
overlaid) from 9 February 1993.

a. Lightning-producing convection that occurred on
1 February 1993

On 1 February 1993, deep, widespread convection
occurred within range of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) radar on board the R/V John V.
Vickers and was organized into eastward moving short
lines with random orientations. Cloud-to-ground light-
ning activity occurred in isolated clusters throughout
the COARE domain. An example of the electrified con-
vection and CG lightning that occurred this day is
shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2 indicates that cloud-to-ground
return strokes were located in the vicinity of reflectivity
maxima situated approximately 13 and 64 km northeast
of the MIT radar. A time series of vertical cross sec-
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FIG. 2. Horizontal cross section of radar reflectivity centered on
the MIT radar (0, 0) at an elevation of 2 km for 0542 UTC 1 February
1993. The contour interval is 10 dBZ. Reflectivities greater than 30
dBZ are lightly shaded, with heavier shading indicating values in
excess of 40 dBZ. Negative cloud-to-ground return stroke positions
(calculated with the hybrid TOA algorithm) for a 20-min interval
centered on the time of the CAPPI are indicated by a dash.

tions through the deepest parts of the two sets of light-
ning-producing cells is shown in Fig. 3.

Note the change in height of the 30-dBZ reflectivity
contour with time in the cross sections. We use this
contour as a proxy for the boundary of the convective
reflectivity ‘‘core.’’ Similar to previous observations of
electrified convection over regions of the maritime con-
tinent (Williams et al. 1992; Rutledge et al. 1992; Zip-
ser and Lutz 1994) and the western Pacific warm pool
(Petersen et al. 1993), the reflectivity cores extended
well into the region of the clouds where mixed phase
conditions are possible (07 to 0407C), coincident with
the time at which large surface electric fields and light-
ning were noted. This is an indication that updraft
speeds and hydrometeor masses were large enough to
allow significant charge generation to occur in the
cloud (e.g., Williams and Lhermitte 1983). It is also
interesting to note that the peak in CG activity and the
maximum reflectivity core depth (as sampled by the
radar every 10 min) appeared to be slightly out of phase
in both sets of convective cells (Figs. 3a–f) , with cores
reaching peak heights as much as 0–10 min before to
the peak in CG activity (after 0532 UTC for both sets
of cells ) . The trend of increasing CG flash rate with
the peak and subsequent descent of the reflectivity
core in the mixed phase region of the cloud has been
observed in several other cases from COARE and is
also consistent with the findings of many previous

studies conducted in other regions of the globe (e.g.,
Workman and Reynolds 1949; Lhermitte and Wil-
liams 1984; Williams et al. 1989; Carey and Rutledge
1996) .

Figure 4 shows the electric field data (low-gain
channel; 0428–0548 UTC) associated with several
cells that were located in the immediate vicinity of the
radar. The peak in the vertical component of the dc
electric field (10–15 kV m01) occurred near 0447 UTC
as a rapidly electrifying cell that moved directly over
the ship. Note also the rapid excursion to a fair weather
electric field that occurred at 0450 and 0455 UTC.
These field excursions were likely associated with pre-
cipitation (e.g., Krehbiel 1986) because rainfall rates
exceeded 70 mm h01 at the ship near these times. There
were some indications of lightning in the electric field
trace from 0445 to 0450 UTC, though no thunder was
reported at the ship. The first cloud-to-ground lightning
flash (confirmed visually) occurred near 0515 UTC
and was associated with one of the cells shown in Fig.
2 (cell located 13 km northeast of the radar) . This CG
flash occurred nearly coincident with the time the first
well-defined, sharp electric field perturbation due to
lightning was detected by the field mill (Ç0516 UTC).
Because the field mill sensitivity decreased rapidly with
range, it is likely that the higher-amplitude perturba-
tions detected by the field mill were associated with
CGs that occurred near the ship (i.e., within a range of
20 km). After comparing the time and number of
flashes detected by the field mill with those detected
coincidentally by the ALDF network, it is apparent for
this case that the network detected all of the CG flashes
that occurred near the ship (this assumes that the
higher-amplitude perturbations registered by the low-
gain channel of the field mill were in fact CGs and not
in-cloud flashes) . Between 0519 and 0534 UTC (when
no CGs were detected by the network) the field mill
detected many smaller-amplitude perturbations in the
electric field, which were probably in-cloud (IC)
flashes.

The coevolving electric field signatures, lightning,
and reflectivity fields associated with the cells ob-
served near the R/V Vickers on 1 February 1993 sug-
gest that IC flashes occurred before the majority of the
CG flashes (with the exception of the CG at 0516
UTC), during intensification of the cells aloft. Only
after the cells reached the mature stage (peak echo-
top heights, descent of the echo core) , did both the
field mill and the COARE ALDF network indicate a
switch to predominantly CG lightning. The observed
tendency for the peak in CG lightning to follow that
of the IC lightning is similar to observations previ-
ously collected in the midlatitudes by Williams et al.
(1989) .

One important thing to note with regard to the elec-
trified oceanic cells observed during COARE is that
the oceanic cells often produced heavy rainfall at the
surface well before the occurrence of any lightning
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FIG. 3. Vertical cross sections of MIT reflectivity parallel to the x axis in Fig. 2. (a) y Å 10 km, 0522 UTC;
(b) Y Å 10 km, 0532 UTC; (c) Y Å 11 km, 0542 UTC; (d) Y Å 43 km, 0522 UTC; (e) Y Å 43 km, 0532
UTC; (f) Y Å 44 km, 0542 UTC. The dashed line is located at the approximate height of the 07C level.

( similar to observations by Chauzy et al. 1985) . This
was due to the likely presence of efficient warm rain
coalescence in the COARE convective cells, a phe-

nomenon often associated with maritime convective
rainfall ( see Young 1993) . The occurrence of light-
ning (both IC and CG) in the majority of the cases
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FIG. 3. (Continued)

examined from COARE (e.g., 1 February 1993) ,
took place only after significant hydrometeor mass
developed in the mixed phase region of the cloud
above the 0107C level. This strongly links the oc-

currence of lightning in these cells to the develop-
ment of moderate concentrations of precipitation-
sized ice particles aloft, but not necessarily to the
presence or intensity of rainfall at the surface.
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FIG. 4. Electric field data (low-gain trace) for 0428–0548 UTC 1
February 1993. The magnitude of the electric field (kV m01) is plot-
ted on the horizontal axis, and time (UTC) is plotted on the vertical
axis.

FIG. 5. Time–height, reflectivity, rain, and lightning frequency for
15 February 1993. Values of reflectivity echo-top height (km), CG
flash number, and rain volume (1105 m3) are indicated on the ordi-
nate. The solid line represents the height of the labeled reflectivity
threshold, the dashed line is the number of CGs for a 20-min period
centered on the time of the radar scan, and the dotted line with crosses
indicates the rain volume.

b. 15 February 1993

On 15 February, four lightning-producing convec-
tive cells occurred within 100 km of the MIT radar.
The radar reflectivity structure and observed cloud-to-
ground lightning patterns were very similar between
each of these cells. Furthermore, each cell exhibited a
life cycle of approximately 60 min. Because of the sim-
ilarities in radar structure, lightning evolution, and life
cycle, we chose to composite these observations into
one ‘‘representative electrified cell’’ (REC). The re-
sulting composite (Fig. 5) represents the growth and
decay with time of the REC in terms of averaged quan-
tities such as the radar reflectivity, CG flash rate over
a 20-min period centered on the time of the radar scan,
and rain volume (calculated from reflectivity at the 2-
km level using the convective Z–R relationship re-
ported in Thiele et al. 1994).

Several characteristics of the lightning-producing
convection observed during COARE are illustrated by

the composite REC (Fig. 5) . First, note that 30-dBZ
reflectivities extended above the height of the 0107C
level (Ç6.5 km) for approximately 20 min, coincident
with an increasing CG flash rate and increasing cloud-
top height ( the latter defined by the 1-dBZ contour) .
Interestingly, a sharp increase in the number of CGs
took place as the 30-dBZ contour reached its peak el-
evation. Furthermore, as the 20-, 30-, and 40-dBZ re-
flectivities began their descent, the cloud-to-ground
lightning rate peaked and then fell off as the REC began
to dissipate. The volume of rainfall produced by the
REC exhibited only minor variations relative to the
cloud-to-ground lightning evolution, with only a slight
peak in rainfall occurring coincident with the peak in
CG frequency. These observations further demonstrate
the close coupling between the vertical distribution of
hydrometeor mass in the mixed phase region of a cloud
and the CG flash rate.

c. Satellite brightness temperature and cloud-to-
ground lightning observations on 9 February 1993

Another useful way to examine CG lightning loca-
tion data is to compare the CG return stroke positions
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FIG. 6. GMS IR satellite imagery for 1045 UTC 9 February 1993. The shading intervals from
dark to light indicate temperatures less than 157, 07, 0157, 0307, 0457, 0657, and 0807C. The
COARE intensive flux array is indicated by the dark solid line. Positions of CG return strokes
(hybrid TOA algorithm) for a 30-min period centered on the time of the satellite image. Return
strokes of negative polarity are indicated with a dash, positive return strokes with a cross.

with IR satellite imagery (e.g., Goodman and Mac-
Gorman 1986). By overlaying the CG lightning posi-
tions on IR satellite data, one can make inferences re-
garding the location and to some extent the organiza-
tion of intense convective cells (and presumably
rainfall) situated beneath areally extensive cloud
shields. GMS IR images for 9 February 1993 at 1045
and 1645 UTC, respectively, are shown in Figs. 6 and
8. The IR satellite images display cloud-top brightness
temperatures (TBB) that were observed over the
COARE domain. The positions of cloud-to-ground
lightning return strokes (calculated using TOA tech-
niques) that occurred within a 30-min period centered
on the time of each respective satellite image are also
indicated.

There are several interesting features associated with
the first image (Fig. 6; 1045 UTC). First, the majority
of the CG return strokes were associated with three
clusters of clouds and areas of cold TBBs located to
the south of the IFA near Bougainville Island (67S,
1557E) and the northern tip of the Solomon Islands
(77S, 1577E). These CGs were likely associated with
deep, vertically developed convection that formed over
the islands, and subsequently propagated eastward over
the warm pool. It is interesting to note that previous
analysis times indicated that the CG lightning was con-
fined primarily to the extreme eastern edge of the clus-
ters while the coldest cloud tops extended over 150 km
toward the west. This could be an indication that the

cold cloud tops were associated with stratiform anvil
or debris cloud, sheared in a westerly direction away
from the most active convection (and heaviest rainfall)
that was situated to the east of the islands (consistent
with the orientation of the tropospheric shear vector
during this period).

When the entire domain of Fig. 6 is examined, it is
evident (at least this for this case) that regions of cloud-
top temperature minima are rather poorly correlated to
regions of cloud-to-ground lightning. For example, the
cluster situated at 47S, 1607E was associated with sev-
eral large areas of cloud-top temperatures less than
0657C, yet no strokes were detected with this feature.
As another example, consider the band of clouds that
extended some 300 km northeast of the radar (located
at approximately 27S, 1567E). There are portions of the
band with cloud-top temperatures colder than 0657C,
yet there were no strokes associated with the clouds in
the band.

The relationship between cloud-top height, satellite
TBB, and degree of electrification in tropical oceanic
clouds is dubious because 1) expansive areas of cold
TBBs observed in the Tropics are often associated with
stratiform cloud shields, raining, or nonraining that oc-
cur after the most intense period of convection in a
cloud cluster and in general produce considerably less
lightning than their convective counterparts (e.g., Rut-
ledge and Petersen 1994); and 2) tropical oceanic con-
vection is often very deep (i.e., cloud tops higher than
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FIG. 7. Vertical cross section of MIT radar reflectivity for 19 February 1993 taken approximately normal
to an approaching convective line. The radar was located at X Å 0.

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 6 but for 1645 UTC.

15 km) but only weakly electrified (i.e., producing little
or no lightning). For example, a tall but weakly elec-
trified cloud system observed on 19 February 1993
(1211 UTC) by the MIT radar is shown in a cross
section of radar reflectivity in Fig. 7. These particular
clouds were associated with very strong surface forcing
concentrated along a gust front and possessed radar
echo-tops of 15–17 km. Note, however, that the most
significant hydrometeor mass in the cloud (as evi-
denced by reflectivities greater than 30 dBZ ) was con-
fined to elevations below the height of the freezing
level, and thus, conditions were likely not favorable for
significant electrification to occur. This type of obser-
vation is important to consider in parameterizations of

lightning flash rates based on cloud-top height (e.g.,
Price and Rind 1994).

The last satellite observation to be discussed is pre-
sented in Fig. 8. At this time, the majority of the cloud-
to-ground lightning was associated with a single large
system situated near 47S, 1597E. Note the rather linear
organization of the strokes beneath the very cold cloud
tops (i.e., õ0807C). Near this time, this same system
was also being sampled by two NOAA P-3 aircraft in
addition to the NCAR Electra, all three equipped with
Doppler radars. The CG lightning pattern associated
with the large area of cold cloud tops suggests that the
most intense convection and heaviest rainfall at 1645
UTC was oriented in an approximately east–west line
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with the western edge of the line being more intense.
The general lack of cloud-to-ground lightning activity
at 1645 UTC in the large area of cold cloud centered
at approximately 37S, 1597E is also consistent with the
airborne radar observations. In this region airborne ra-
dar indicated that reflectivity values were considerably
weaker and more stratiform in nature. The linear or-
ganization and spatial concentration of the lightning is
consistent with the radar reflectivities and kinematic
analyses previously reported for this case (Smull et al.
1994; Petersen et al. 1995).

Even though the majority of convection over the
tropical oceans does not produce lightning (e.g., Figs.
6 and 8), the presence of lightning distinguishes deep,
heavily raining oceanic convection from other cloud in
an IR satellite image. This is an important point because
recent rainfall amounts for the tropical western Pacific
Ocean, estimated from both rain gauge and combined
microwave and IR satellite retrievals, suggest that a
disproportionate amount of the total rainfall (30%–
40%) is produced by the deepest 1%–5% of tropical
oceanic convection (e.g., Janowiak et al. 1994; Liu et
al. 1995). Cloud-to-ground lightning location infor-
mation collected by the COARE ALDF network may
be able to provide important additional clues regarding
the location, organization, and vertical structure of a
small but important fraction of the deepest, heavily
raining convection situated under extensive cold-cloud
shields (as viewed from a satellite perspective) over
the tropical western Pacific Ocean.

4. CAPE, wet-bulb potential temperature, and
cloud-to-ground flashes

Rutledge et al. (1992) and Williams et al. (1992)
found positive correlations between total lightning flash
rates (in-cloud and cloud-to-ground) and 24-h average
CAPEs for storms that occurred over the maritime con-
tinent of northern Australia (near Darwin). Their stud-
ies showed a marked increase in flash rate (peak values
of nearly 60 flashes per minute) associated with mon-
soon-break periods when CAPE averaged approxi-
mately 1500–2000 J kg01 and wet-bulb potential tem-
peratures were 267–297C. Lower total flash rates (0–5
min01) were associated with modest values of CAPE
(500–1000 J kg01) and low wet-bulb potential tem-
peratures (Ç257C) that occurred when a maritime air-
mass (monsoon trough) was situated over Darwin. Rut-
ledge et al. used scaling arguments to explain the
difference in flash rates between the two regimes (mon-
soon versus break), which ultimately related vertical
velocities and mass at the particle balance level (BL;
where the updraft speed equals the terminal fall speed
of the precipitation particles) in the clouds to (CAPE)1/2

and (CAPE)3 , respectively. Hence small increases in
CAPE and updraft speed could significantly increase
the amount of hydrometeor mass present at the BL in
the mixed-phase region of the cloud, thereby increasing

the electrical intensity and flash rate through noninduc-
tive charging processes (e.g., Williams and Lhermitte
1983). Williams et al. (1992) found a similar sensitiv-
ity between lightning frequency and surface wet-bulb
potential temperature, which in turn was highly corre-
lated to the CAPE (see also Williams and Renno
1993).

Because comprehensive sounding data were col-
lected during TOGA COARE (Johnson et al. 1993),
we were able to investigate the correlation between
CAPE and the occurrence of cloud-to-ground lightning
flashes (here we use flashes instead of return strokes)
over the COARE domain. Given the results of Rutledge
et al., a reasonable hypothesis would be that the elec-
trical intensity of the warm pool convection as inferred
by the number of CGs produced in a given time period
should be correlated to the CAPE. To investigate this
hypothesis, we used sounding data collected aboard the
R/V Vickers during the time period 30 January 1993
to 26 February 1993 to calculate CAPE at 6-h intervals.
We have confined our CAPE calculations for this sec-
tion to those data collected aboard the R/V Vickers
because the boundary layer moisture measurements
were of high quality (J. Meywerk 1994, personal com-
munication). Soundings launched in or near rain were
not included in the sample. The temporal trend in the
CAPE computed from the R/V Vickers sounding data
is assumed to be representative of the domain of a 600
km1 600 km box centered on the Vickers that was also
used to obtain CG flash totals. This assumption is sup-
ported by additional calculations, which indicate that
CAPE values at the PRC 3 and PRC 5 ships (located
some 220 km east and 120 km west, respectively, of
the R/V Vickers; Fig. 1) varied in a similar fashion
over the same time period.

The CAPE was calculated by lifting a parcel with
thermodynamic properties characteristic of the lowest
50 mb of the sounding, pseudoadiabatically (neglecting
ice processes) from the level of free convection to the
equilibrium level. For several soundings that had miss-
ing data at upper levels but still had the boundary layer
data, we calculated values of CAPE from a regression
equation (based on approximately 100 points) that we
developed to correlate the mean mixed-layer (50 mb
deep) mixing ratio wm (g kg01) and CAPE:

4CAPE Å 747.7w 0 1.1538 1 10 . (1)m

Given the strong correlation between the two variables
(r 2 Å 0.91), it is reasonable to calculate the missing
CAPE values in this fashion. The resulting calculations
yielded an overall mean CAPE of approximately 1800
J kg01 for the entire 27-day time period with a standard
deviation of approximately 600 J kg01 . During con-
vectively active periods (associated with more light-
ning) the CAPE often exceeded 2500 J kg01 . During
one 6-day period of little or no convective activity in
the vicinity of the Vickers (early February 1993), the
mean CAPE was lower than average with a mean of
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FIG. 9. Plot of CAPE (J kg01; ordinate) vs mixed-layer wet-bulb
potential temperature (7C; abscissa) from the R/V Vickers’ sound-
ing data, 30 January–26 February 1993. The least squares re-
gression line is also shown, with the slope and correlation coef-
ficient indicated.

FIG. 10. The 31 January 1993 to 26 February 1993 plot of 24-h-
averaged CAPE at the R/V Vickers (J kg01; solid line) and 24-h CG
flash number (dotted line) in a 600 km 1 600 km square centered on
the R/V Vickers. A three-point smoother was applied to both the
CAPE and lightning time series.

about 1000 J kg01 . These results are comparable to
previous estimates of CAPE made for other tropical
oceanic environments (Zipser and LeMone 1980; Wil-
liams and Renno 1993).

From (1) we calculated a zero CAPE intercept cor-
responding to a mean mixed-layer mixing ratio
(MLMR) of 15.4 g kg01 . Interestingly, if one uses
this value of MLMR and the mean mixed-layer po-
tential temperature of approximately 301 K (calcu-
lated by compositing all nonraining soundings) , a
wet-bulb potential temperature uw ( formulation in
Bolton 1980) of approximately 22.67C is obtained for
a zero CAPE intercept. This uw value is very similar
to the zero CAPE uw intercepts obtained by Williams
and Renno (1993) for soundings taken over many
other tropical locales. Indeed, when the correlation co-
efficient between the MLMR and uw was calculated,
a strong positive correlation was found to exist (R
Å 0.98) , suggesting that moisture variation in the
boundary layer had a large effect on the value of uw .
From Fig. 9, which is a plot of CAPE versus the mixed
layer uw for the Vickers’ soundings, it is clear that a
strong relationship exists between uw and CAPE (R
Å 0.95) . Furthermore, the value of the change, or sen-
sitivity of CAPE with respect to uw (slope, 1179
J kg01 C01 ) is very similar to the slope of 1150 J kg01

C01 reported by Williams and Renno (1993) for Pon-
ape Island (77N, 1587E), also located in the tropical
western Pacific Ocean.

To examine the relative trends in CAPE and CG
lightning over the 27-day period sampled, a time series
of smoothed 24-h average CAPEs and smoothed 24-h

CG flash totals (flashes that occurred in a 600 km 1
600 km square centered on the R/V Vickers) , was cre-
ated (Fig. 10). The data presented in Fig. 10 indicate
that a weak correlation (or common trend) does exist
between the CAPE and the 24-h CG flash total over
synoptic-scale time frames (i.e., time periods of several
days) . That is, cyclic increases or decreases in CAPE
over the warm pool near the equator may to some ex-
tent modulate the frequency of occurrence and the in-
tensity of electrified convection over the warm pool.
Further, if the results of Fig. 10 are considered relative
to the compouted relationship between uw and CAPE
shown in Fig. 9, it appears that only a small change in
the mean mixed-layer uw (recall the slope of 1179
J kg01 C01 uw) would be needed to produce a marked
effect on the electrical intensity of convection over the
western Pacific warm pool.

Indeed, the sensitivity of electrical intensity to uw is
verified in Fig. 11, which compares smoothed uw’s to
smoothed numbers of CG flashes that occurred in the
R/V Vickers’ domain. The approximate mean uw

(Ç24.257C) for the points plotted in Fig. 11 is indi-
cated by the bold arrow, along with the ‘‘best-fit’’ ex-
ponential curve. If we choose 1800 J kg01 as the ap-
proximate mean CAPE in Fig. 10 and 2300 J kg01 as
an ‘‘active’’ CAPE (active electrically) , we find from
Fig. 9 that this is equivalent to approximately a 0.57C
increase in uw . In Fig. 11, a 0.57C increase from the
‘‘mean’’ to ‘‘active’’ storm environment corresponds
to a factor of 5 increase in CG lightning activity. Of
course, a note of caution is warranted because this sam-
ple only represents approximately 30 days of data;
however, the results are similar to those found in Wil-
liams (1992, 1994).
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FIG. 11. The number of CG flashes in a 24-h period plotted against
the 24-h mean mixed-layer wet-bulb potential temperatures (7C).
Both fields were smoothed with a three-point filter. The mean wet-
bulb potential temperature for the sample is indicated by a bold ar-
row. The ‘‘best-fit’’ exponential trend line for CG flash number as a
function of wet-bulb potential temperature is indicated as a solid line
through the points.

FIG. 12. The diurnal cycle of normalized CAPE (solid line), cloud-
to-ground lightning (dashed line), cold-cloud area with brightness
temperatures less than 205 K over a 30-day period (dotted line; plot-
ted as a Z score), and total and convective rainfall [plotted as a de-
viation from the mean (mm day01) over a 90-day period], over the
ocean ending 27 February 1993. Local time is indicated on the ab-
scissa. The left ordinate indicates a normalized value for both CAPE
and CG lightning and a Z score for the cold-cloud area coverage. The
right ordinate indicates the deviation of rainfall from the mean in
units of millimeters per day.

FIG. 13. A map of the approximate area covered by the ‘‘ocean-
sector’’ (area within the bold-outlined polygon) used for calculating
the diurnal cycle of CG lightning and cold-cloud area. The COARE
IFA is contained within the smaller polygon (thin outline).

5. The diurnal cycle of CAPE, CG lightning,
rainfall, and cold-cloud area

One additional test of the relationship between
CAPE, flash rate, and the presence of deep, vertically
developed convection is to examine the average diurnal
cycle of all three variables. To examine the diurnal cy-
cle of CAPE (Fig. 12), we composited CAPE’s cal-
culated at 6-h intervals (0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800
UTC) over approximately 30 separate days in the time
period (22 January–26 February 1993) for the R/V
Vickers and three other research vessels in the IFA (the
R/V’s Moana Wave, PRC 5, and PRC 3; Fig. 1) . The
magnitude of the CAPEs in Fig. 12 were then normal-
ized to the peak CAPE of the composite to eliminate
biases associated with systematic errors in the different
ship sounding profiles; here we wish only to examine
the trend in the CAPE. To determine the diurnal cycle
of cloud-to-ground lightning flashes over the ocean, we
constructed an ‘‘ocean sector’’ (Fig. 13) possessing an
area of approximately 792 000 km2. We then examined
the frequency of all CG flashes that occurred in the
ocean sector over 24, 1-h time bins, which provided a
much larger sample spatially. Flashes were counted
from a sample of 28 separate days in January and Feb-
ruary 1993 (approximately 25 800 flashes) .

To examine the diurnal cycle of deep tropical oce-
anic convection, we used areas of low satellite IR
brightness temperature (cold-cloud areas) as a proxy
for the occurrence of deep convective clouds. Cold-

cloud areas were computed over the ocean sector (Fig.
13) for several different temperature thresholds. First,
areas of cloudiness associated with brightness temper-
atures colder than 263, 255, 245, 235, 225, 215, 208,
205, and 195 K were summed over each 1-h period for
the time period 30 January–28 February 1993. The
sums of the areas were then normalized by the total
area of the ocean sector used, and the mean normalized
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area in each temperature bin for the entire time period
was calculated. Next, the mean normalized cold-cloud
areas for each 1-h period of the day (same temperature
thresholds as above) were calculated and subsequently
plotted as a function of the number of standard devia-
tions (Z score) from the mean normalized area calcu-
lated for the entire 30-day time period. The results in-
dicated that weak diurnal cycles in cold cloudiness
were present only for convection with brightness tem-
peratures colder than 225 K (tops near 11.5 km). The
diurnal signals were more pronounced for brightness
temperatures less than 205 K (i.e., tops of at least 13.5
km). We have plotted the diurnal cycle of cloud-top
brightness temperature less than 205 K in Fig. 12 for
each 1-h bin as the number of standard deviations from
the mean normalized area. To further emphasize the
relationship between the diurnal cycle of CG lightning,
cold-cloud area, and CAPE relative to that of precipi-
tation, we have also added the diurnal cycle of convec-
tive and total rainfall to Fig. 12 (deviation from the
mean over a 90-day time period; T. Rickenbach 1995,
personal communication) for the approximate cover-
age area (70 000 km2) of the MIT radar (situated
aboard the R/V Vickers; Fig. 1) . Note that the cover-
age area of the radar-rainfall estimate is smaller than
the ocean sector area by a factor of 10, but the temporal
sample of rainfall (90 days) is larger than that of the
CAPE and CG lightning samples by a factor of 3.

In Fig. 12, the CAPE exhibits a broad, nocturnal-to-
early morning maximum and a relative minimum at
1200 L. Both the CG lightning and rainfall appear
highly correlated, exhibiting sharp peaks between 0200
and 0400 LT and broad minima similar to that of the
CAPE centered near 1200 LT. The diurnal cycle of CG
lightning also strongly resembles that of Lucas and Or-
ville (1994), who analyzed a much larger sample of
flash azimuths detected only at the Kavieng ALDF site.
The peak in the diurnal cycle of CG lightning appears
to precede the absolute peak in the diurnal cycle of the
CAPE by approximately 3 h. Note, however, that the
difference between the CAPE at 2300 and 0500 LT is
very small (on the order of 100 J kg01) and that the
soundings taken aboard the ships were collected at
6-h intervals. It is therefore possible that the actual peak
in CAPE occurred between 2300 and 0500 LT.

The diurnal cycle of cold cloud temperatures below
205 K shown in Fig. 12 exhibits a weak (Z score only
0.3) but broad relative maximum in areal coverage near
0500 LT, approximately 2 h after the peak in the CG
lightning and rainfall. The cold-cloud area begins a
slow decline in coverage after 0900 LT, reaching a rel-
ative minimum in coverage near 1700 LT. It is inter-
esting to note that as the CG lightning frequency and
rainfall begin to increase near 1700 LT, the cold-cloud
area reaches a minimum and begins to increase again,
lagging the trend in CG lightning and rainfall by ap-
proximately 1–2 h. The increase in cold-cloud area
coverage also seems to lag the increase in CAPE by

several hours over the 24-h period. The weak diurnal
cycle observed in the cold-cloud area is somewhat con-
sistent with previous studies on the diurnal cycle of
precipitation and cold-cloud area coverage over the
western Pacific ocean (e.g., Gray and Jacobsen 1977;
Nitta and Sekine 1994), though it must be emphasized
that we have examined only a 30-d period.

The diurnal cycles of CAPE, flash rate, cold-cloud
area, and rainfall suggest that increases in CAPE are
associated with both increases in CG lightning and as-
sociated deep convection (consistent with the increase
in cold-cloud area coverage and both the convective
and total rainfall) . The slight difference in phase be-
tween the peaks in CG lightning, total and convective
rainfall, and the areas of cold cloudiness (cold-cloud
area lagging lightning frequency and rainfall by 2 h),
coupled with the observation that the cold cloudiness
rapidly increases as the CG lightning and rainfall begin
to peak (Fig. 12), suggests that the most intensely elec-
trified convection and the heaviest rainfall occur before
the maximum coverage of the cold-cloud area.

6. Summary

Herein we described the use of cloud-to-ground
lightning location information gathered from the
COARE ALDF network (Fig. 1) . We concentrated pri-
marily on lightning produced by clouds that occurred
over the western Pacific Ocean in the vicinity of the
COARE IFA. TOA and hybrid TOA methods yielded
CG positions with estimated accuracies of approxi-
mately 10 km or less over distances approaching 900
km from the network. Positions calculated with TOA
methods were then used for convective scale analyses
(e.g., examining specific convective features) . Cloud-
to-ground lightning positions calculated by simple tri-
angulation were included in larger-scale analyses (e.g.,
cycles of CAPE and lightning, diurnal cycle studies) .

Examples of radar and satellite observations of oce-
anic convection together with CG lightning data were
presented. Radar observations indicated that lightning-
producing oceanic convection had reflectivities in ex-
cess of 30 dBZ in the mixed-phase region of the clouds
and, consistent with many previous observations, CG
flash rates that increased coincident with the descent of
the reflectivity core aloft. Satellite and CG observations
(Figs. 6 and 8) demonstrated the utility of the COARE
ALDF network in pinpointing smaller areas of intense
convection and rainfall embedded in areally expansive
cold-cloud shields. For the cases shown, satellite esti-
mated cloud-top heights (based on brightness temper-
atures) were a poor indicator for the presence of cloud-
to-ground lightning. This is likely a reflection of the
fact that clouds over the tropical western Pacific are
often very deep, but lack the required hydrometeor
mass in the mixed-phase region of the clouds to enable
significant electrification to occur (e.g., Fig. 7) , that is,
they are not vertically developed.
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To examine the relationship between CG lightning
and larger-scale atmospheric variables such as CAPE,
a 27-day time series of CAPE and cloud-to-ground
lightning frequency was studied (Fig. 10). A weak pos-
itive correlation was found to exist between the CAPE
and CG lightning in the 27-day time series, consistent
with previous results from Rutledge et al. (1992) and
others. When CAPE was compared to the mixed layer
uw (Fig. 9) , the results were very similar to those of
Williams and Renno (1993) with regard to both the
high correlation and sensitivity of CAPE to uw . Further,
the frequency of CG lightning appeared to be very sen-
sitive to small changes in the mixed layer uw (Ç0.57C;
Fig. 11) and modest changes in the CAPE (Ç500
J kg01) .

Over a diurnal cycle, CAPE, CG lightning, and rain-
fall exhibited peaks and troughs that were approxi-
mately in phase, with the rainfall and CG lightning be-
ing the most highly correlated (Fig. 12). The cold-
cloud area coverage exhibited a weak diurnal cycle
with maxima and minima that lagged those of CG light-
ning frequency and the rainfall by approximately 2 h.
Further, the rapid increase in cold-cloud area coverage
that occurred nearly coincident with the peak in CG
lightning and convective rainfall led us to hypothesize
that the peak in cold-cloud area coverage may have
been associated with large, cold, cirrus anvils that were
preceded by intense convection (some associated with
lightning) and heavy rainfall.

It is clear from these observations that a rather spe-
cial set of circumstances must exist in a tropical oceanic
convective cell and its environment before significant
charge generation and lighting will occur. The fact that
we now possess a cloud-to-ground lightning dataset
that provides unprecedented information on the occur-
rence of CG lightning over the western Pacific Ocean
will allow further identification of the dynamical and
microphysical processes important to the electrification
of oceanic convection over many different scales. Ad-
ditionally, the noted sensitivity between lightning,
which is associated with the cloud scale, and variables
such as CAPE or uw that are affected by forcing on
larger scales, suggests that lightning frequency mea-
sured on a global scale (e.g., from platforms such as
the TRMM satellite; Simpson et al. 1988), could be
used to detect small changes in climate variables such
as uw over the tropical oceans [consistent with the find-
ings of Williams (1992, 1994) and Price and Rind
(1994)] .
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APPENDIX

Lightning Location Methods and
Site Error Determination

Two return stroke location methods, magnetic direc-
tion-finding and time-of-arrival, were used by research-
ers at both Colorado State University (CSU) and Texas
A&M University (A&M) to compute the locations of
return stroke positions associated with cloud-to-ground
lightning flashes (positions were calculated for each
return stroke in a flash). Because the majority of re-
search and data collected during COARE concentrated
on atmospheric and oceanic processes that occurred
over and near the IFA, initial efforts were concentrated
on calculating stroke locations for areas in the vicinity
of the IFA. For example, at CSU stroke locations were
computed for the area located to the east of a line con-
necting Kapingamarangi, Kavieng, Rabaul, and a vec-
tor oriented along the 1257 radial from Rabaul (Fig. 1) .

a. Flash positions computed using triangulation

Cloud-to-ground return stroke locations were ini-
tially calculated independently at A&M and CSU using
magnetic direction-finding techniques (i.e., triangula-
tion). At CSU the triangulated positions were calcu-
lated using the intersection of azimuth bearings from
two ALDFs and the law of sines on a sphere to deter-
mine a return stroke latitude and longitude. Because
there were three ALDF antennas, when all three de-
tected the same return stroke, three separate triangula-
tions were possible. This yielded a set of three different
positions for a given stroke that were initially averaged
to arrive at the final stroke location. The triangulation
calculation was completed in a similar fashion at A&M
with the exception that a flat earth was assumed in the
equations (in contrast to spherical geometry used at
CSU). When the calculated positions were compared
between the two groups, reasonably good agreement
was found between the two sets of flash locations (i.e.,
locations were generally within 1–5 km of each other) .

When all of the positions were calculated for a given
time interval they were overlaid on radar and satellite
data to provide additional checks on the location ac-
curacy. As an example, Fig. A1 shows a horizontal
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FIG. A1. As in Fig. 2 but with CG return stroke positions
calculated using triangulation.

cross section of radar reflectivity at a height of 2 km
collected on 1 February 1993 (0542 UTC) by the MIT
C-band Doppler radar aboard the R/V Vickers ( located
approximately 400 km from the center of the ALDF
network). The locations of cloud-to-ground lightning
return strokes that occurred within a 20-min period cen-
tered on the radar analysis time are also indicated. It is
clear that many of the triangulated return stroke posi-
tions were incorrect because it is unlikely that the light-
ning discharges were associated with areas of very low
reflectivities or areas where no radar echoes were de-
tected. Yet, the more general area of occurrence for the
flashes appears plausible given the magnitude of the
radar reflectivities ( i.e., 45–50 dBZ ) observed for
some of the cells located in the same general vicinity.

To further examine the relative accuracy of the tri-
angulated CG positions, we overlaid triangulated CG
return stroke locations and GMS imagery collected on
9 February 1993 (1245 UTC; Fig. A2). Again, note
the broad agreement near 67S, 1587E between satellite
brightness temperatures (proxy for cloud-top height)
and the CG return stroke pattern. However, the trian-
gulated lightning locations appear suspicious because
of the relatively large scatter of the stroke locations in
both cloudy and clear areas of the satellite imagery.
Clearly, a method for more accurately locating the re-
turn stroke positions including quantification of the site
errors associated with each antenna location was
needed.

b. Development of TOA methods for locating cloud-
to-ground flashes

To calculate more accurate CG stroke locations, it
was necessary to develop a method that did not rely
solely on the azimuth bearings to flashes because the
bearings were contaminated by site errors. This was
accomplished independently at CSU and A&M by de-
veloping algorithms for locating CG return strokes
based on time-of-arrival methods (which do not require
azimuth bearings) . At A&M, the return stroke posi-
tions were computed using analytical solutions to the
polynomial equations governing the intersection of two
hyperbolas (hyperbolas determined by differences in
the stroke detection time between two pairs of anten-
nas) . At CSU the same polynomial equations govern-
ing the intersections of two hyperbolas were developed,
but the stroke locations (roots to the equations) were
computed in a ‘‘hybrid’’ algorithm that used stroke lo-
cations previously calculated by triangulation as an ini-
tial guess in the TOA-type solution. We use the word
‘‘hybrid’’ because TOA techniques typically rely only
on differences in arrival time between at least three (or
more) antennas and the intersection of the resulting two
(or more) hyperbolas to determine a flash location
(e.g., Bent and Lyons 1984; Holle and Lopez 1993).

For the hybrid approach, the triangulated stroke lo-
cations were used to specify an initial interval (100-km

radius from the triangulated position) for finding the
root of the equation governing the intersection of two
hyperbolas defined by the specific differences in time
of arrival for a flash signal at different pairs of ALDFs.
In this manner, the roots to the polynomial equations
(i.e., the stroke locations) could be computed quickly
and efficiently using the specified interval in a simple
bisection algorithm. Because the initial guess for the
return stroke position was assumed to be relatively
close to the actual location of the stroke (i.e., within
100 km), the probability of calculating incorrect solu-
tions because of the geometrical ambiguities involved
(shown in Fig. A3) when using only three antennas for
a TOA-type solution (Holle and Lopez 1993) should
be reduced. Indeed, with the exception of strokes that
occurred very close to ALDF sites, ambiguous location
errors do not appear to be a problem.

Because the stroke positions were computed inde-
pendently using slightly different algorithms (i.e., at
CSU and at A&M), it was possible to compare the
positions. The location comparisons revealed differ-
ences in CG stroke positions of only 1–3 km within a
range of approximately 500 km from the center of the
network. At longer ranges (i.e., 500–900 km from the
network), the computed positions differed by as much
as 7–10 km. Subsequent analysis revealed that the dif-
ferences found to exist between the computed stroke
locations in the two algorithms (especially at long
ranges from the network) were due primarily to small
differences in the constants and precision defined in the
computer programs used to solve the intersection equa-
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FIG. A2. As in Fig. 6 but for 1245 UTC. Lightning positions were calculated using triangulation.

FIG. A3. Illustration of ambiguous location errors that can be en-
countered when only three DF antennas are used with the time-of-
arrival solution. Note the two intersections of the hyperbola branches,
and the true stroke position behind receiver 3 [reproduced from Holle
and Lopez (1993)].

tions (e.g., the radius of the earth, rotation angles, etc.) .
Given the relatively small differences in stroke location
as a function of range between the two algorithms, it
is clear that the two methods produced stroke locations
that compare quite favorably for ranges approaching
900 km from the network.

An example of the marked increase in location ac-
curacy due to implementation of the TOA algorithm
can be inferred from Fig. 2 (case discussed in section
3.1) , which is the same plot of radar reflectivities
shown in Fig. A1, with the important exception that the
overlaid CG stroke positions were computed using the
hybrid TOA method. Note that the stroke positions are
now clustered around more intense convective cells,
located approximately 10 and 60 km northeast of the
radar (xÅ 10, yÅ 15 and xÅ 55, yÅ 45, respectively) .
In particular, the cell and associated CGs closest to the
radar were observed both from a visual and electronic
perspective, the latter by an electric field mill operating
on board the R/V Vickers (discussed in section 3.1) .

We can gain further appreciation for the increased
accuracy of the TOA techniques by examining the
same satellite data shown in Fig. A2, but with the po-
sitions of CG flashes calculated by the hybrid TOA
technique overlaid (Fig. A4). In Fig. A4 the CG flashes
situated under the eastern edge of the deep cloud sys-
tem at 67S, 1587E are now tightly grouped into a meso-
scale region (compare to Fig. A2). Note that the ab-
solute number of CG flashes located with the TOA
technique (157) is smaller than the 204 flashes located
using triangulation. This is a reflection of the require-
ment for at least three antennas to detect a CG before
that flash can be located using a TOA algorithm. (Ap-

proximately 50 of the CGs in Fig. A2 were detected by
only two antennas.) Over a large sample of CG flashes
(Ç25 800) we found that approximately 65% of the
flashes detected by two of the COARE ALDF antennas
were detected by all three antennas. Hence, when using
TOA-located CG flashes, a bias toward lower numbers
of CG flashes can occur in these data.

Based on the algorithm error checks and on subse-
quent plots of lightning, satellite, and radar informa-
tion, we estimate the location accuracy of the TOA
methods for the COARE ALDF network to be within
10 km of the true stroke location at ranges of 500–900
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FIG. A4. As in Fig. A2 except the return stroke positions were calculated using the hybrid TOA algorithm.
The CG return strokes are now located in two storm-scale groupings at 5.57S, 1587E and 67S, 1587E.

FIG. A5. An example of the site error curve (solid line) vs azimuth
for Kavieng. The curve is based on data from the 26 most active
lightning days from January through June 1993. The site error is
evaluated for each 57 bin from 07 to 3607. The standard deviation
(dashed curve) for each 57 azimuth bin is evaluated and plotted as a
function of azimuth.

km from the network and within 2–5 km of the true
location for ranges within 500 km of the network.
These errors are remarkably low given the rather large
distances at which cloud-to-ground lightning was de-
tected by the network. Indeed, given the relatively
small errors estimated for the location accuracy and the
fact that no site error measurements could be performed
for the network during or after installation, it seemed

reasonable to use the TOA solutions for estimating site
errors for each antenna.

c. Estimation of antenna site errors

For a given CG return stroke detected by all three
antennas, the algorithm for computing site errors (sys-
tematic errors in the measured azimuth to a flash for a
given antenna) assumes that the stroke location deter-
mined by the TOA method is the actual location of the
stroke. Subsequently, the azimuth to the assumed
‘‘true’’ location of the stroke can be computed for each
antenna and then compared to the measured azimuths.
The mean site error (with outliers removed) was then
computed for 72 57 intervals (72 bins) by averaging
the number of azimuth errors per bin for 26 separate
days over a 6-month time period from January to June
1993. Subsequently, a site error curve (i.e., site error
as a function of azimuth) and associated statistics such
as the standard deviation of the site error for each az-
imuth bin could be created for each antenna (e.g., Ka-
vieng ALDF; Fig. A5).

After examining the standard deviations of the site
errors for many different azimuth bins (e.g., Fig. A5)
and then plotting the frequency distributions of the site
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errors for different azimuths, we found that 1) the error
distributions were associated with standard deviations
of approximately 27 in the majority of the bins; and 2)
in some bins the number of individual azimuth errors
was not a large enough sample (i.e., õ30) to obtain
accurate estimates of the mean and standard deviation
of the site error for the bin. Visual inspection of the
distributions (where a considerably higher number of
strokes occurred) indicated that at least 30–50 strokes
were required to obtain an accurate estimate of the
mean site error for a bin. Standard deviations of 27 in
the site error distribution for a particular azimuth seem
reasonable (e.g., Tyahla and Lopez 1994) given that
random errors in the measured azimuth for a single
ALDF antenna are approximately 17, and an additional
error is introduced by our assumption that the TOA
positions are the ‘‘true’’ locations of the strokes (i.e.,
in reality there is also an error associated with the lo-
cations calculated using the TOA method, though we
have no way of directly assessing the value of that
error) .

Once site error curves were created, the errors were
applied to the ALDF azimuths in an attempt to correct
the antenna azimuths used in the triangulation algo-
rithms. The triangulated positions were then recalcu-
lated and compared to the TOA solutions again. We
found that for ranges less than 300 km from the center
of the network, the corrected triangulations were within
approximately 10–15 km of the TOA solutions, on av-
erage. However, the average errors found to exist be-
tween the corrected triangulations and the TOA solu-
tions were typically much larger than 10 km at ranges
greater than 300 km from the network. This would be
expected even if all of the site error standard deviations
were within 27 of the mean (i.e., a 27 error in azimuth
places an azimuth bearing approximately 10 km from
the true location of the stroke at a range of 300 km).
Thus for ranges exceeding 300 km from the center of
the TOGA COARE ALDF network, the accuracy of
CG stroke positions calculated using only triangulation
limits the application of the data to studies on larger
scales that do not require accuracies of better than
10 km.
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